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Performance Driven Nova Launcher 
by TeslaCoil Software

Nova Launcher empowers the replacement of a home screen with one 
that is easily personalized and fully controlled by the user.  Icon themes 
can be selected from thousands of choices.  Color themes can also be 
chosen, including individual color controls available for labels, folders, un-
read count badges, drawer tabs, and the background.  The home screen 
can be laid out in a way that makes it simple for a user to quickly access 
the most-used icons, while hiding infrequently used ones.  The infi nite 
scroll feature allows users to never be far from a favorite webpage.

Home Screen Replacement Experience Reaches New  
Audience on Intel Atom Tablets for Android*

Android* tablets set the perfect stage for optimal use of Nova Launcher.  
The capable app provides the highest levels of personalization and or-
ganization to its users, while easily accessing all options at hand on the 
well-suited platform.  Users can also benefi t from security with the back-
up-restore feature, ensuring all choices in layouts and launcher settings 
are always secure.

Users can now quickly and easily download Nova Launcher to start the 
process of customizing home screens to best suit their needs.  The fl ex-
ibility and mobility of Intel Atom tablets for Android* allow users to benefi t 
from and fully appreciate the wide range of options and enhancements 
available only on devices with such a high-performance platform.  

Now Available for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 

With hectic schedules and a hectic lifestyle, every minute that can be saved is valuable.  Mobile devices are relied 
upon by their users, and customization is the key to quick and easy use. TeslaCoil Software’s popular Nova Launcher 
app has been recently optimized for Android* tablets.  Its home screen replacement ability is the original and most-
polished customizable launcher for the modern Android*.

Features of Nova Launcher  
for Intel Atom Tablets for  
Android*
  
  • Thousands of icon themes 
     available 
  • Highly optimized app that does 
     its work quickly and quietly
  • Import desktop layouts from 
     most popular launchers
  • Sophisticated backup/restore 
     system allows backups to desk
     top layout and launcher settings
  • With infi nite scroll, users are 
     never far from a favorite page



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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Nova Launcher Brings Customizable Visual Options to Intel Atom Tablets for Android* 

Mobile device users can now take advantage of Nova Launcher, the popular, high-performing home screen replace-
ment app.  The latest optimization for Intel Atom tablets for Android* heightens the user experience to new levels 
as users experience full customization of how their home screens look and feel.  The high-resolution and precision 
offered by Android* tablets provide the perfect forum for users to create a layout that promotes the best use of their 
devices.

Nova Launcher is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store: 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.teslacoilsw.launcher


